Transmitting and decoding facial expressions of emotion during healthy aging: More similarities than differences
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Older adults tend to perform more poorly than younger adults on emotional expression identification tasks. The goal of the present study was to test a processing mechanism that might explain these differences in emotion recognition—specifically, age-related variation in the utilization of specific visual cues. Seventeen younger and 17 older adults completed a reverse-correlation emotion categorization task (Bubbles paradigm), consisting of a large number of trials in each of which only part of the visual information used to convey an emotional facial expression was revealed to participants. The task allowed us to pinpoint the visual features each group used systematically to correctly recognize the emotional expressions shown. To address the possibility that faces of different age groups are differently processed by younger and older adults, we included younger, middle-aged, and older adult face models displaying happy, fearful, angry, disgusted, and sad facial expressions. Our results reveal strong similarity in the utilization of visual information by younger and older adult participants in decoding the emotional expressions from faces across ages—particularly for happy and fear emotions. These findings suggest that age-related differences in strategic information use are unlikely to contribute to the decline of facial expression recognition skills observed in later life.

Introduction

Successful expression recognition is an integral part of adaptive emotional functioning. Theoretical models of key domains, such as empathy (e.g., Preston & de Waal, 2002), emotion understanding (e.g., Castro, Cheng, Halberstadt, & Grühn, 2016), and social communication (e.g., Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2002), emphasize the importance of emotion recognition as a foundation for effective processing of affective information and successful social interaction. The empirical evidence in adulthood shows relatively consistent age differences on laboratory measures of emotion processing. Older adults tend to do worse than younger adults in accurately decoding emotions in static facial expressions (e.g., Isaacowitz et al., 2007; Ruffman, Henry, Livingstone, & Phillips, 2008). However, these differences do seem to differ by the emotion shown. In particular, small or no age differences are typically found for happy and disgusted expressions. Larger age differences are generally found for negative facial expressions (including fear, anger, and sadness; e.g., Ebner & Johnson, 2009) though the observed profiles vary substantially by study (Isaacowitz & Stanley, 2011).

Although there is a degree of consensus about the existence of age differences in correctly identifying emotional expressions, there is a debate about the underlying mechanisms (Isaacowitz & Stanley, 2011; Ruffman, 2011). Motivational, neurophysiological, cognitive, and visual scanning explanations have been proposed. The first of these accounts emphasizes potential age differences in motivations. In particular, based on ideas in socioemotional selectivity theory (Carstensen, Isaacowitz, & Charles, 1999), it is suggested that older adults might default to focus more on positive emotions and avoid negative emotions. Thus, older adults might be biased to attend less to negative expressions than to positive expressions. Neurophysiological explanations focus on age-related changes in brain regions responsible for emotion recognition in terms of structural differences or differences in the utilization of neurotransmitters (Ruffman et al., 2008). These accounts argue that declines in brain functionality associated with healthy aging are causing age differences in successful emotion recognition. Cognitive explanations argue that emotion recognition involves cognitive skills (e.g., processing speed) and as these skills show age-related declines more broadly, emotion recognition skills also necessarily decline (García-Rodríguez et al., 2011).

A problem with the motivational, neurophysiological, and cognitive accounts is that they seem to lack a good explanation for the reported differences in decoding different negative emotions. Impairments in the recognition of sadness and anger appear to be the strongest and most consistent, with impairments in processing fear less consistent (see the meta-analysis by Ruffman et al., 2008; review by Isaacowitz et al., 2007). Here, systematic differences in viewing behavior might be able to provide an explanation. Visual scanning accounts argue that there may be age differences in gaze patterns when viewing expressive faces. This variability is critical because some patterns might be more functional in recognizing the correct emotion than others. For example, older adults, relative to younger adults, are observed to direct their gaze more to the lower halves (mouth) of faces than the upper halves (eyes: Murphy & Isaacowitz, 2010; Sullivan, Ruffman, & Hutton, 2007; Wong, Cronin-Golomb, & Neargarder, 2005). Such fixation to the lower half of the face may selectively and negatively impact recognition of emotions like anger and sadness, which primarily rely on examining the upper half rather than the lower half of the expressive face (Calder, Keane, Young, & Dean, 2000; Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2005). For happy expressions, where performance in older adults tends to be spared, the most useful visual information is found in the lower half of the face. The critical information for fear comprises both the wide-opened eyes in the upper half of the face, which are the most consistently used and salient cue, alongside lower spatial frequency (SF) information from the open mouth, which is used more when the context renders this information to be informative (Smith & Merlusca, 2015).

Age differences in visual scanning might form part of the account of age differences in emotion recognition; however, they are likely to be only part of the story. For example, Murphy and Isaacowitz (2010) found that even after controlling for eye-fixation scores as well as cognitive and affective variables, age differences persisted in emotion recognition in faces. Thus, gaze pattern differences in themselves seem insufficient to fully account for age differences in emotion recognition (see also Sullivan et al., 2007). This may be because measuring the scanning pattern via successive gaze fixations does not indicate whether the information is also used in categorizing the emotion shown. Gaze pattern is a good proxy for information usage but is not identical to it. A stronger test would be to control the exact information from the face provided in order to investigate which pieces of information (i.e., facial features) are used to decode an emotion correctly, when made available to participants.

Smith et al. (2005) used a reverse correlation paradigm (Bubbles paradigm; Gosselin & Schyns, 2001) to investigate the facial features that young adults use to successfully decode the six basic facial expressions of emotion (plus neutral). On each trial they presented participants with subsampled versions of expressive faces, where the only parts of the
expressive face visible to inform their emotion categorization decisions were those that sat behind randomly positioned Gaussian apertures (bubbles), and the rest of the face was hidden from view. By changing the location of the bubbles on each trial, they reverse-engineered the importance of different facial regions for correct categorization performance to create face maps of information use (e.g., if the eyes always led to correct fear categorization performance, this region would be indicated as a significant driver of correctly categorizing fear). The results pinpointed the diagnostic facial features for young adults identifying the different emotion expressions. For example, the broad smiling mouth was critical when decoding happy expressions, the wide-open eyes when decoding fear, and the wrinkles around the nose and mouth when decoding disgust.

The present study

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether there are any age differences in the utilization of facial features when decoding different emotional expressions. To do this, we again employed the bubbles reverse correlation approach (Gosselin & Schyns, 2001; Smith et al., 2005). As the bubbles task provides only fragments of the facial features to the decoder on each trial, and the stimuli are presented foveally, gaze patterns are practically eliminated in this task. Thus participants have access to all facial information without the need to move their eyes. If younger and older adults differ in the utilization and processing of facial features, different face maps will be generated for younger and older adults.

Past research is suggestive of a same-age bias that might drive younger and older adults to focus on different facial features in younger and older faces (for a review, see Rhodes & Anastasi, 2012). Furthermore, several recent studies have indicated that older faces provide a noisier visual signal for all observers that is considered to be less expressive due to the presence of wrinkles around key features (Folster, Hess, & Werheid, 2014; Hess, Adams, Simard, Stevenson, & Kleck, 2012). To control for the possibility that the age of the face stimulus is an important feature in decoding the emotional expression, we included younger, middle-aged, and older face models in our task. Should facial aging and in particular the presence of wrinkles and folds on the face alter the way in which emotions are transmitted with age, we would expect to see differences in the face maps generated for the categorization of expressions displayed by younger and older face models, which may interact further with participants’ age.

Information from different SF bands has been shown to be important for decoding emotional expressions in young adult faces (e.g., Schyns, Petro, & Smith, 2007; Smith et al., 2005; Smith & Merlusca, 2015; Smith & Schyns, 2009; Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003). To investigate whether this bias holds across age groups, in the bubbles task we sampled the visual information across five different SF bands ranging from fine details in high SFs to coarse information in the low SF bands. This feature of the design allowed us to examine the importance of visual information separately at each SF (as well as when these are combined) for older and younger adults.

Finally, the impact of the comparison (emotion) categories used in expression categorization tasks has been raised as an important methodological issue in this field. Recently, Smith and Merlusca (2015) showed that different visual information was used to categorize the same fearful face expressions when they were presented in comparison with one or two other emotions (e.g., fear vs. happy) rather than in a multiple categorization task (e.g., alongside all other basic emotional expressions). For this reason, we used the more “true to life” scenario of establishing the emotion in an expressive face from one of a set of possibilities (happy, fearful, angry, disgusted, or sad) rather than selecting a smaller set of facial expressions of emotion.

Methods

Participants

We initially recruited 20 younger adult participants mainly from the student population of the University of London. Two participants were subsequently excluded due to high scores on the Toronto Alexithymia Scale, a self-report questionnaire measure of alexithymia (TAS-20, >54; Bagby, Parker, & Taylor, 1994) measuring the ability to identify emotions in the self and others. Four participants were also excluded for excessively poor performance in the task generally (defined as less than 50% accuracy for any emotion category), which we considered likely to signal a lack of attention/engagement in the task. Similarly, we initially recruited 20 older adults from the local region of London. Older participants (aged 60 years and over) were mainly recruited from the London branch of the University of the Third Age, a voluntary adult learning organization. Three participants were subsequently excluded, one due to poor corrected vision as measured on the LogMAR chart (Bailey & Lovie, 1976; LogMAR ≥ 0.7 in both eyes), one due to a high score on the TAS-20 and one as a result of poor task performance. Subsequently we recruited three more
young adults to provide a matched sample size to the older participants group. The final sample therefore comprised 17 younger adults aged 18 to 32 years (M = 24.8 years, SD = 4.9, three male) and 17 older adults aged 62 to 81 years (M = 70.1 years, SD = 5.0, six male). Younger adults (20/20 vision on the Sloan ETDRS Near Vision from Precision Vision, PLC; LogMAR 0.0) and older adults (20/32 vision, LogMAR 0.2) had normal to corrected-to-normal vision. All participants provided informed consent according to the declaration of Helsinki and were reimbursed for their time either at a rate of £8 per hour or via compulsory course credits.

**Stimuli**

Stimuli comprised grayscale versions of expressive faces posed by young (19–31 years), middle-aged (39–55 years), and older (69–80 years) models taken from the FACES database (Ebner, Riediger, & Lindenberger, 2010). Three male and three female models were selected for each age group for a total of 18 models. Each individual was shown displaying five facial expressions of happiness, fear, anger, disgust, and sadness (for a total of 90 face stimuli). Stimulus images were further standardized by cropping to a standard size with all nonface information (e.g., neck and shoulders) removed and by horizontally aligning the center of each pupil.

On each experimental trial, subsampled versions of these expressive faces were created by randomly sampling visual information from the original images using circularly symmetric Gaussian apertures, or “bubbles” (Gosselin & Schyns, 2001). Only the information located behind these apertures was visible to the participant and could therefore inform their categorization decisions; the rest was hidden from view. The random positioning of the apertures ensures that a different combination of visual information was presented to the participant on every trial. Across the course of each testing session, this random sampling approximates a uniform sampling of the input information space and allows a nonbiased exploration of the importance of all of the available visual information for the categorization task. The number of apertures was adjusted for each observer on a trial-per-trial basis to maintain 75% correct performance for each condition of interest (age × emotion, minimum = 40 bubbles, maximum = 250). A greater number of apertures means that more information has been shown to the participant (to counter poor performance).

To sample the utilization of visual information across different SF bands, each face image was first decomposed into five nonoverlapping SF bands of one octave each (120–60, 60–30, 30–15, 15–7.5, and 7.5–3.75 cycles per face) using the Pyramid toolbox for MATLAB (Simoncelli, 1999). In this way the visual information available in five nonoverlapping SF bands (ranging from coarse shapes to the fine details) was extracted from the original image (see Smith et al., 2005 for an illustration of the stimulus generation procedure). Each SF band was then independently sampled with randomly positioned apertures and then recombined to produce one experimental stimulus comprised of a mixture of high and low SF information in randomly determined locations (for further details of the methods and another illustration of the stimulus generation process, see Gosselin & Schyns, 2001). Thus on each trial participants saw a mixture of low, mid, and high SF information from randomly selected locations across the face, and had to base their emotion categorization decisions on this information. Stimuli were projected on a light gray background to the center of a screen at a distance of 65 cm from the participant so that the visual angle was 5.36° × 3.7° in keeping with earlier studies (Smith et al., 2005; Smith & Merlusca, 2015).

**Measures**

Basic cognitive functioning was assessed with the 40-item Shipley vocabulary test (Shipley, Gruber, Martin, & Klein, 2009) as a measure of participants’ crystallized intelligence and the digit symbol substitution task (Wechsler, 1981) to measure their perceptual speed. To ensure the participants did not have any difficulties in decoding emotional information in the self and others, participants completed the TAS-20 (Bagby et al., 1994).

**Procedure**

In three separate recording sessions (each completed on a different day), participants completed a total of 2,700 trials of the bubbles task. A randomly selected expressive face image was presented on each trial with each expression and individual model presented an equal number of times in a fully randomized design (i.e., there were 30 repetitions of each individual expressive face across the whole experiment). Each session comprised 900 trials made up of 60 repetitions of each age group (three) and emotion expression (five) combination. To maintain concentration and motivation, short breaks were provided every 90 trials (approximately every 4 to 5 min) consisting of generic motivational screens (e.g., “keep up the good work,” odd-numbered blocks), interactive “puzzle-bubble games” (even-numbered blocks in Sessions 1 and 3, see Smith, Cesana, Farran, Karmiloff-Smith, & Ewing, 2017), or additional tests and questionnaires (even-numbered blocks in Session 2) including the TAS-20, the Shipley vocabulary test, and three administrations of the digit symbol substitution task. The experimenter
remained in the testing cubicle with the participant throughout the experiment to encourage continued task engagement and to administer the additional tests and puzzle bubble games during breaks.

Each experimental trial began with a 500-ms fixation cross, which was immediately followed by the subsampled expressive face image. This face remained onscreen for 1500 ms and was replaced by a uniform gray screen until a response was given. Participants could respond at any time after stimulus onset and were instructed to respond as quickly as possible without making mistakes by pressing labeled buttons on the computer keyboard. Six response keys represented each emotional category (happy, sad, fear, disgust, and anger) and an “I don’t know” option if participants felt that they could not make an accurate judgment based on the information presented. A short training phase at the start of each experimental session (including full face and subsampled stimuli) ensured that participants understood the task and were familiarized with the response keys. At the end of the third session participants completed a short postexperiment check, a categorization task with non-bubbled images, to establish their accuracy in categorizing the intact full-face expressive stimuli.

Results

Preliminary analyses

Consistent with general trends in the aging literature, older adults ($M = 37.8, SD = 2.0$) outperformed younger adults ($M = 29.2, SD = 4.6$) on the Shipley vocabulary task, $t(22.07) = 7.1, p < 0.001, d = 2.42$ (corrected for unequal variance between the groups). In contrast, younger adults ($M = 82.1, SD = 14.1$) performed better on the perceptual speed task, $t(32) = 3.4, p = 0.002, d = 1.16$, than older adults ($M = 66.8, SD = 12.1$). There were no significant age differences in self-reported alexithymia (scores on the TAS-20), $t(32) = 0.19, p = 0.85, d = 0.07$, between younger ($M = 37.2, SD = 8.7$) and older ($M = 37.9, SD = 10.8$) adults.

Bubble task: Performance

For the bubbles task, we varied the amount of information (number of bubbles) revealed on each trial for each of the 15 conditions (3 Model Age groups $\times$ 5 Emotions) independently via a staircase algorithm in an effort to equate performance levels at 75% correct. As a result, participants saw more information (more bubbles) for an experimental condition when their performance for that condition was low and less information when performance was high (standard methodology with the bubbles paradigm; e.g., Smith et al., 2005). Despite this, some differences in performance remained, reflecting well-reported variability in the ease with which some emotions can be decoded over others (see Figure 1). To examine potential performance differences, and in particular to establish the effect of healthy aging on the pattern of observed results, we examined the percentage of correctly identified emotional expressions for each age group of stimuli and participants. To this end, we ran a mixed ($3 \times 5 \times 2$) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with model age (young, middle-aged, and older faces) and emotion expressed (happy, fear, sad, disgust, or anger) as within-subjects factors and participants’ age group (young or older adults) as a between-subjects factor.

We found significant main effects of model age, $F(2, 64) = 1.43, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.31$, and emotional expression, $F(3.02, 96.5) = 27.9, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.47$, as well as a significant interaction between model age and emotional expression, $F(4.46, 142.76) = 6.5, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.17$. The main effect of model age reflected slightly reduced performance for identifying the emotion in older faces ($M = 74.2, SD = 4.8$) than in younger faces, $t(33) = 4.5, p < 0.001, d = 1.08, M = 76.4, SD = 3.6$, and middle-aged faces, $t(33) = 4.3, p < 0.001, d = 1.03, M = 76.8, SD = 3.8$. There was no significant differences in correctly recognizing emotions in younger and middle-aged faces, $t(33) = 0.75, p = 0.46, d = 0.18$. The main effect of emotion reflected better performance for happy ($M = 80.3, SD = 2.0$) and fearful faces ($M = 79.7, SD = 3.0$) than for sad faces ($M = 75.6, SD = 5.9$) and all three showed better performance than faces depicting disgust ($M = 71.3, SD = 7.7$) and anger ($M = 72.2, SD = 6.8$). All pair-wise comparisons were significant, all $ts > 2.9, ps < 0.007, ds > 0.7$, with the exception of happy versus fear, $t(33) = 1.6, p = 0.12, d = 0.39$ and disgust versus anger, $t(33) = 0.7, p = 0.47, d = 0.17$. No other effect reached significance; in particular, there was no significant main effect of participant age group or significant interaction effect with age group (all $Fs < 1.8, ps > 0.17, \eta^2_p < 0.05$), which confirms that performance on the task was equivalent across our younger and older participant groups.1

To disentangle the significant interaction between the expressed emotion and the age of the face model, we conducted separate follow-up analyses on each expressed emotion. For fear, $F(1.22, 40.5) = 0.24, p = 0.68, \eta^2_p = 0.007$, there were no significant information differences related to face age, with only minor differences for happiness, $F(2, 66) = 3.7, p = 0.031, \eta^2_p = 0.1$, with younger faces enhanced with respect to middle-aged and older faces (80.9 vs. 79.9, $t[33] = 2.86, p = 0.007, d = 0.69$, 80.9 vs. 80.2, $t[33] = 1.8, p = 0.08, d = 0.44$, respectively). There were, however, strong effects related to face age for anger, $F(2, 66) = 13.73, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.29$; sadness, $F(2, 66) = 9.5, p < 0.001,$
and disgust, $F(2, 66) = 4.0, p = 0.022, \eta^2_p = 0.11$. In particular, participants’ performance was significantly reduced for older sad and angry faces compared to both young and middle-aged versions ($t$s $> 2.9, ps < 0.006, d = 0.70) with no difference between young and middle-aged versions for either emotion ($t$s $< 1.6, ps > 0.11, d < 0.39). Finally, for disgust, participants found middle-aged faces to be easiest, with significantly superior performance relative to the younger faces, $t(33) = 2.9, p = 0.006, d = 0.70$, and a trend for the same pattern for older exemplars, $t(33) = 1.8, p = 0.08, d = 0.43$. Figure 1A presents the percentage of correctly identified expressions by face age and expressed emotion (asterisks indicate significant differences, $p < 0.05$).

In sum, despite some differences as a result of the age of the expressed face and the particular emotional expression, younger and older adults performed equivalently well on the bubbles task in categorizing the emotional stimuli. However, it is important to interpret this result in the context of this particular paradigm. By its very design the bubbles approach strives to equate performance levels by modulating online the task difficulty (via the amount of information shown) to target a set performance level. It is therefore necessary to establish if equivalent performance across the participant age groups is a result of differences in the amount of visual information shown. To this end, we extracted the average amount of information shown (i.e., the average number of bubbles) for each experimental condition and ran a second mixed $(3 \times 5 \times 2)$ ANOVA with the same factors.

**Bubble task: Amount of information**

As expected, in parallel with the accuracy results, we observed a main effect of stimulus age category, $F(2, 64) = 186, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.85$ which reflected a relative increase in the amount of information that participants required to categorize older age faces ($M = 211, SD = 36$) compared to the younger and middle aged faces ($M = 154, SD = 37; M = 159, SD = 42$), $t(33) = 17.2, 14.8, p < 0.001, d = 4.17, 3.59$). We also observed a main effect of emotional expression, $F(3.04, 97.2) = 143, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.82$, and a significant interaction of these two factors, $F(5.4, 172.8) = 26.3, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.45$. Neither main effect interacted significantly with participant age group, $F < 0.3, p > 0.8, \eta^2_p < 0.009$, but there was a three-way interaction of stimulus age, participant age, and emotional expression, $F(5.4, 172.8) = 2.4, p = 0.046, \eta^2_p = 0.07$. Furthermore, we observed a main effect of participant age group, $F(1, 32) = 4.3, p = 0.046, \eta^2_p = 0.12$, which...
indicated that older participants required significantly more visual information (i.e., more bubbles) in order to achieve performance levels equivalent to their younger counterparts (on average they needed 25 [SD = 16] more bubbles: $M = 162$ vs. 187, corresponding to around 15% more information from the face stimuli).\(^2\)

To further explore the three-way interaction we considered each emotional expression in turn and conducted separate mixed (3 × 2) ANOVA with participant age as a between-subjects factor (young and old) and stimulus age group as a within-subjects factor (young, middle aged, and older). We observed a significant interaction of the two factors only for fearful and sad expressions (fear: $F[1.6, 52.1] = 3.8$, $p = 0.035$, $\eta^2_p = 0.11$; sad: $F[2, 64] = 5.7$, $p = 0.005$, $\eta^2_p = 0.1$; $Fs < 1.83$, $ps > 0.18$, $\eta^2_p < 0.055$ otherwise). For fear there was no difference in information use for the young faces across the participant age groups, $t(32) = 1.5$, $p = 0.14$, $d = 0.53$, but a clear difference for older faces, $t(32) = 2.3$, $p = 0.027$, $d = 0.80$, with older participants requiring substantially more information, $M = 149$, SD = 44 vs. $M = 104$, SD = 66) and there was an indication of a similar trend for middle-aged faces, $t(32) = 1.7$, $p = 0.096$, $d = 0.59$.\(^3\) For sadness, by contrast, older adults did not require more information for older sad or middle-aged faces, $t(32) = 0.74$, $p = 0.47$, $d = 0.25$; $t(32) = 1.6$, $p = 0.12$, $d = 0.55$. In fact this group used less information than their younger counterparts for the older sad faces ($M = 287$, SD = 52; $M = 302$, SD = 69).

Figure 1B presents the amount of information required (number of bubbles) to correctly identify expressions by face age, expressed emotion, and participant age. To summarize, older participants required more information to perform equivalently well on the bubbles task for the majority of emotional expressions and stimulus age categories. By design, the experimental paradigm works to standardize performance accuracy at a set level by modulating task difficulty in terms of the amount of information shown (the number of bubbles behind which expressive faces are presented). Despite performing to criterion (target level of 75% correct), the requirement for significantly more information by older adults indicates that they found the task more difficult and that their performance was worse than the younger participant group in almost every category. Exceptions to this included young faces displaying fearful expressions where their efficiency was on a par with younger adults, and for expressions of sadness on older and middle-aged faces where they actually required less information than their younger counterparts.

### Bubbles task: Information utilization

In light of the task performance results we chose to selectively focus our attention on the information use results for the emotions where overall performance exceeded the target accuracy level (i.e., happy, fear, and sadness for young and middle-aged faces, anger for young faces).\(^4\) For these conditions of interest, every trial was sorted as a function of whether or not the information presented to the participant resulted in a correct response in the expression categorization task. Observers tend to be correct if the information necessary to perform the task has been provided to them and inversely tend to be incorrect if this information is missing. As an example, to determine the specific information driving correct categorizations of fear, we summed together all of the information locations leading to correct categorizations of fear and subtracted from that the sum of all information locations leading to an incorrect response to generate classification images (equivalent to a least squares line fit on the data). These values were transformed into $z$ scores using the nonface regions of the image space as a baseline. Regions statistically associated with correct categorization performance were determined by applying a $p < 0.05$ peak threshold alongside a $p < 0.05$ cluster extent threshold on these probabilities (see Chauvin, Worsley, Schyns, Arguin, & Gosselin, 2005, for the specially designed statistical tests that compensate for multiple comparisons in the image space).

Figure 2, Panel A visually represents the result of these statistical tests to depict the critical visual information used on a sample face image for the categorization of happy, fearful, sad, and angry emotional expressions. These figures allow us to view and compare the profiles observed in each participant group across the various stimulus age categories. These effective faces indicate the combined facial information that is statistically associated with correct categorization performance and they are the combination of the significant regions from a representative face image at each spatial scale.\(^5\)

It is immediately clear from the considerable overlap in information use that younger and older participants are using very similar critical visual information to categorize happy and fearful faces. For happy expressions, it is apparent that the smiling mouth drives correct categorizations across both observer groups across spatial frequencies—that is, from fine detail around the teeth, to the broad outline of the smile and associated facial contours. For fearful expressions, as expected, the important role of the wide-open eyes in higher spatial frequencies is confirmed for both young and older observers across the different stimulus age categories (see also Supplementary Figure S1, for the detailed SF breakdown). At lower spatial frequencies, the fearful mouth cues are also important for both sets of observers. Young observers differ from older observers only in that they also make more use of the flared nostril for middle-aged and older faces, while
Figure 2. (A) Effective faces depicting the significant visual information used \( (p < 0.05 \text{ corrected}) \) by younger observers (blue background) and older observers (red background) for each of the aged expressive faces. Effective faces comprise the combination of the regions in each SF scale that were significantly correlated with correct categorization performance, displayed on a sample face from the stimulus set. (B) Feature masks used to assess the degree to which individual participants use specific key features. Feature...
older observers only use this cue for the younger fearful faces. Similarly, there is a high degree of similarity in information use for sadness and anger expression categorizations, with both groups of participants using the furrowed brow and taut mouth when categorizing anger, and the downturned eyebrows and mouth for sadness. It’s also worth noting that for both anger and sadness categorizations, observers make more use of the expressive eye on the left side of the face, than on the right. This is in line with studies that describe a bias for negative emotional information on the left (projecting primarily to the right hemisphere of the brain; e.g., Indersmitten & Gur, 2003; Jansari, Tranel, & Adolphs, 2000).

To formalize the similarities (and differences) in information use by the older and younger participants we employed the structural similarity index (SSIM), a popular technique that is used routinely to measure the low level visual similarity between two images (Wang, Bovik, Sheikh, & Simoncelli, 2004). SSIM values can range from \(-1\) to \(1\), indicating they are completely dissimilar, to \(1\) indicating an identical perfect match. We used the SSIM index to compare the \(z\) scored classification images of the old and young observers for each emotion and stimulus facial age at each SF band. Note that the \(z\) scored classification images were used in their original form, before applying any significance threshold, to ensure similarities or differences were not artificially enhanced by the application of the threshold. SSIM values confirmed the numerical equivalence in information use across the two groups as shown in Table 1, (confidence intervals presented below each value in brackets)\(^6\), with high overall values for fearful (SSIM = 0.72, \(s = 0.05\)), happy (SSIM = 0.75, \(s = 0.03\)), sadness (SSIM = 0.74, \(s = 0.01\)), and anger (SSIM = 0.76) categorizations. We note the relatively lower values (<0.5) for young fear faces in SF scale 3, which is driven by only older adults using the eyebrows alongside the wide-open eyes, and for middle aged fear faces in SF scale 4, which is driven by a use of the left eye in younger participants and a more diffuse use of the mouth cues in the older participants (see Supplementary Figure S1 for clear visualization of these differences).

We also employed the SSIM index to establish the consistency of information use within the participant groups as the age of the stimulus varied. We compared the \(z\) scored classification images (prior to application of the threshold) for each participant group evaluating the younger, middle-aged, and older versions of the same facial expressions. For example, we contrasted the classification images of young observers viewing young happy faces with those of young observers viewing middle-aged happy faces etc. Table 2 presents the SSIM indices for all possible comparisons averaged across the SF bands. Consistency is once again high for both participant groups (young: \(M = 0.71, SD = 0.056\); older: \(M = 0.73, SD = 0.027\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Spectral frequency band</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young faces</td>
<td>0.80 [0.76, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.73 [0.67, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.48 [0.44, 0.78]</td>
<td>0.67 [0.19, 0.81]</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-aged faces</td>
<td>0.84 [0.79, 0.85]</td>
<td>0.71 [0.64, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.80 [0.61, 0.86]</td>
<td>0.47 [0.17, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older faces</td>
<td>0.78 [0.76, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.77 [0.67, 0.81]</td>
<td>0.82 [0.65, 0.85]</td>
<td>0.72 [0.32, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young faces</td>
<td>0.83 [0.78, 0.86]</td>
<td>0.78 [0.7, 0.84]</td>
<td>0.70 [0.6, 0.80]</td>
<td>0.57 [0.4, 0.81]</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-aged faces</td>
<td>0.81 [0.79, 0.84]</td>
<td>0.77 [0.7, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.75 [0.52, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.71 [0.43, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older faces</td>
<td>0.87 [0.81, 0.88]</td>
<td>0.78 [0.71, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.74 [0.63, 0.83]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.37, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young faces</td>
<td>0.78 [0.74, 0.81]</td>
<td>0.72 [0.64, 0.78]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.53, 0.79]</td>
<td>0.76 [0.31, 0.85]</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle aged faces</td>
<td>0.84 [0.79, 0.85]</td>
<td>0.78 [0.71, 0.84]</td>
<td>0.74 [0.44, 0.78]</td>
<td>0.69 [0.53, 0.89]</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young faces</td>
<td>0.80 [0.75, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.77 [0.71, 0.81]</td>
<td>0.75 [0.51, 0.82]</td>
<td>0.72 [0.32, 0.78]</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Similarity (structural similarity index [SSIM]) in the use of information between younger and older adults by the age and facial expressions of the models for each spectral frequency band. Confidence intervals (95%) are presented below in braces. Note. Similarity scores can range from \(-1\) to \(+1\).
Table 2. Pair-wise comparison in the similarity (structural similarity index [SSIM]) in the use of information between the young (Y), middle-aged (M), and older (O) models separately for each age group and emotional expression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y vs. M</td>
<td>Y vs. O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>0.71 [0.67, 0.78]</td>
<td>0.74 [0.68, 0.79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fearful</td>
<td>0.62 [0.58, 0.74]</td>
<td>0.65 [0.61, 0.74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>0.72 [0.63, 0.76]</td>
<td>0.72 [0.63, 0.76]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bubbles task: Feature use

To further formalize the use of visual information by younger and older adults across the different stimulus age categories, and highlight any group differences, we computed individual classification images for each observer and submitted them to an additional standardized analysis. We selected two key visual features for the emotional faces (the eyes and the mouth), and a third uninformative hairstyle region to act as a control (see Figure 2, Panel B). For each observer, we then extracted the average z scores from their classification image in each of these regions. Higher values in a particular region indicate that information in that region is more closely linked to correct categorization performance. These values were then submitted to a series of mixed ANOVAs (one for happy, fear, sadness, and anger) with stimulus age (happy, fear expressions: three levels: young, middle-aged, older; sad expressions: two levels: young and middle-aged; anger: one level: young), feature (three: eyes, mouth, and hair) and SF bands (four: fine to coarse) as within-subjects factors and participant age group as the between-subjects factor.

For fearful face categorizations, no main effect of participant age group or interaction was observed (all Fs < 1.1, ps > 0.33, $\eta^2_p < 0.034$). We did, however, observe a significant interaction of stimulus age with facial feature, $F(4, 128) = 3.1, p = 0.017, \eta^2_p = 0.09$, alongside a trend for a main effect of stimulus age, $F(2, 64) = 2.5, p = 0.09, \eta^2_p = 0.07$. Follow up t tests confirmed that this interaction was driven by significantly greater use of the eyes than the mouth for both younger and middle-aged fearful faces, $t(33) = 3.99, p < 0.001, d = 0.95; t(33) = 2.1, p = 0.04, d = 0.51$, with no such difference for older fearful faces, $t(33) = -0.3, p = 0.75, d = 0.07$. As expected, we also observed main effects of facial feature, $F(2, 64) = 43, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.57$, and SF scale, $F(1.9, 62.6) = 39.1, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.55$, as well as a significant interaction between both, $F(2.6, 83) = 7.04, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.18$. Follow-up tests confirmed that overall, participants used the eyes and the mouth regions significantly more than the baseline hair region, $t(27) = 10.9, 5.4, p < 0.001, d < 1.31$, thus confirming their importance for the task and that participants used the eyes more than the mouth at higher spatial frequencies (SF Bands 1–3: $t[33] = 5.5, 7.4, 3.0, p < 0.005, d < 0.73$, respectively) but not at lower spatial frequencies where their use did not differ (SF Band 4: $t[33] = -1.1, p = 0.27, d = 0.27$). Figure 2, Panel B summarizes the use of each facial region at the spatial scales for each stimulus age group.

For happy expressions, we selected the same three regions (around the eyes, mouth, and noninformative hair region) and ran the ANOVA as before. We found no significant main effect of participants’ age group, $F(1, 32) = 0.52, p = 0.48, \eta^2_p = 0.016$, or significant interaction, $F < 1.4, p > 0.2, \eta^2_p < 0.043$, beyond a marginal trend to interact with facial feature, $F(2, 64) = 2.3, p = 0.11, \eta^2_p = 0.066$, driven by a trend for more use of the mouth by older adults than younger, $t(32) = 1.7, p = 0.09, d = 0.59$, with no difference in the eyes or hair region, $t < 0.7, p > 0.5, d < 0.24$. As expected we again found main effects of feature, $F(2, 52) = 183, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.85$, and scale, $F(2.27, 72.6) = 52.4, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.62$, and a significant two-way interaction, $F(3.5, 111.8) = 39, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.55$, which did not interact further with participant age or model age ($Fs < 1.55, ps > 0.16, \eta^2_p < 0.046$). The main effect of feature confirmed significantly more use of the mouth than either the eyes, $t(33) = 15.7, p < 0.001, d = 3.81$, or the hair region, $t(33) = 16.5, p < 0.001, d = 4.01$, with the eyes more useful than the hair, $t(33) = 4.1, p < 0.001, d = 0.99$. The interaction mediated these effects by indicating that for the highest two spatial scales (SF Bands 1 and 2), the eyes are not any more useful than the control hair region. Finally, we observed a significant interaction of stimulus age and facial feature, $F(4, 128) = 3.6, p = 0.008, \eta^2_p = 0.12$, which was driven by significantly less use of the eyes than the hair region for middle aged faces in the first SF scale, $t(33) = -3.6, 0.001, d = 0.87$.

For sadness, we again observed main effects of facial feature, $F(1.7, 55.5) = 26.9, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.48$; SF scale, $F(1.8, 58.8) = 25.6, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.45$; and their interaction, $F(2.6, 84) = 7.6, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.19$. Furthermore there was a trend for the three-way interaction of facial feature, SF scale, and participant age, $F(2.6, 84) = 2.29, p = 0.09, \eta^2_p = 0.067$. The main effect of feature once again indicated that there was significantly more use of the eyes and the mouth regions than the hair baseline, $t(33) = 7.6, 4.3, p <
0.001, $d > 1.04$, with no overall difference between the eyes and mouth, $t(33) = 0.23, p = 0.82, d = 0.05$. SF scale modulated this pattern with the eyes significantly more used than the mouth in SF Band 1, $t(33) = 6, p < 0.001, d = 1.46$, and no difference between the mouth and the hair region, $t(33) = 0.36, p = 0.72, d = 0.09$. The further interaction trend indicated more use of the eyes than the mouth in older participants for SF Scale 2 while the younger participants showed the reverse pattern (though neither difference was significant). Older: $t(16) = 1.8, p = 0.09, d = 0.62$; Younger: $t(16) = -0.9, p = 0.36, d = 0.31$.

Finally, for anger categorizations, the ANOVA again confirmed a main effect of facial feature, $F(2, 64) = 6.3, p = 0.03, \eta^2_p = 0.16$, and a main effect of SF scale, $F(2, 64) = 8.8, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.21$, and a trend for their interaction, $F(3.3, 106.6) = 2.1, p = 0.1$, $\eta^2_p = 0.06$. However, there was no main effect of participant age group, $F(1, 32) = 1.6, p = 0.21, \eta^2_p = 0.05$, or interactions, $F < 0.6, p > 0.6, \eta^2_p < 0.02$. Overall both the furrowed eyes and taut mouth were more useful than the baseline region, $t(33) = 3.3, 2.4, p = 0.002, 0.02, d = 0.80, 0.58$ respectively, but did not differ themselves, $t(33) = 1.3, p = 0.21, d = 0.31$. This was modulated by the effect of SF scale whereby the mouth was used significantly less than the eye region in the coarsest SF Band 4, $t(33) = 1.94, p = 0.06, d = 0.47$.

### Discussion

Relative to younger adults, older adults tend to perform relatively more poorly in identifying the correct emotional label for static facial expressions. The goal of the present study was to investigate one potential mechanism that might explain these performance differences; in particular, we investigated age differences in the utilization of visual information when decoding the emotional expression in young, middle-aged, and older faces for happy, fearful, angry, disgusted, and sad expressions. Results indicated that there were no significant group differences in performance accuracy in the bubbles task between the younger and older participant groups (despite expected variability in categorization performance as a function of the expression shown and the age of the model face); however, older adults required more visual information to perform at equivalent accuracy levels to the younger adults group. This is in line with lifespan models of neuromodulation (Li, Brehmer, Shing, Wierkle-Bergner, & Lindenberger, 2006) suggesting that older adults’ neural network may require more information to differentiate stimuli. Crucially, for the first time we show also that for the most part, younger and older adults were also very similar in using the same visual features to extract the correct emotional expression (disgust, older sadness, middle-aged and older anger excluded). Furthermore, both younger and older adults tended to be consistent in the information that they used to extract emotional information irrespective of the age of the transmitter for fearful, happy, and sad faces.

Performance was best and equivalent for happy and fearful expressions for all stimulus age categories. Fear was consistently categorized by means of the characteristic wide-open eyes across the high- to mid-SF bands, and the mouth in lower SF bands. This pattern was similar across all stimulus age groupings and present irrespective of participants’ age. The importance of the eyes is directly in line with past research using the bubbles approach to explore the information used in facial expression categorization by healthy young adult participants (e.g., Smith et al., 2005; Schyns et al., 2007). Fearful eye whites selectively activate the amygdala, even outside of conscious awareness (Morris, deBonis, & Dolan, 2002; Whalen et al., 2004), and abnormal processing of this feature has been shown to occur in line with deficits in fear perception in an individual with bilateral amygdala lesions (Adolphs et al., 2005) and individuals with other developmental disorders (Aspergers syndrome: see Corden, Chilvers, Skuse, 2008; conduct disorder: see Dadds, Masary, Wimalaweera, & Guastella, 2008). Given the evolutionary importance of fearful face cues, and the reported functional role of specific expressive changes (e.g., wide-open eyes resulting in a greater field of view; Susskind et al., 2008), it is perhaps not surprising that these cues remain a consistent indicator of the underlying emotion irrespective of age (in the stimulus or in the perceiver).

Also consistent with past research (Smith et al., 2005; Smith & Schyns, 2009), happiness categorizations were primarily driven by the distinctive information changes created by the wide-open smiling mouth across all SF bands. Similarly to fearful eye whites, the wide-opened smile may also be an evolutionarily important social signal, a key distal indicator of a willingness to cooperate (Smith & Schyns, 2009), driving approach behavior between individuals (Schmidt & Cohn, 2001). Few studies find age-related deficits in the categorization of happiness from expressive faces, and indeed the reverse has even been observed, with older adults biased to see happiness, the so-called positivity effect (see Mather & Carstenen, 2005, for a review; Ebner & Johnston, 2010). Although in the current study we found older and younger observers used the same visual cues to correctly categorize happiness, there was an indication that older adults relied upon mouth cues to a significantly greater degree.

SSIM indices—indicating the similarity in information use—were high across all expressions (bar disgust
where poor performance meant that no solution was possible). Where the similarity in information use did show signs of beginning to differ between age groups was for the specific case of young and middle-aged faces displaying fear. While both young and older adults made use of the eye information for this judgment, the use of a wider region surrounding the eyes at mid SFs (e.g., to include the eyebrows) was specific to older adults. Older adults also made more use of more diffuse mouth cues at coarser levels in middle-aged faces. An overreliance on solely the fearful eye whites for categorizing fear has been observed before in young individuals categorizing young fearful faces in the context of a seven-alternative forced-choice task (Smith et al., 2005). A recent study offers a possible explanation, in that fearful mouth cues vary in their importance for categorization performance depending on the extent to which they are useful for the particular experimental scenario (Smith & Merlusca, 2015). That is, lower SF mouth cues are particularly drawn on only when they are especially informative for the task being undertaken (e.g., when comparing fear to a single other emotion, such as happiness, as opposed to comparing fear to all other basic emotional expression categories where the mouth feature may be a less reliable cue).

For the remaining emotions (disgust, anger, and sadness) there was no difference in performance between the young and older participants, but the age of the transmitter did affect performance. For sadness, performance for younger and middle-aged faces was equivalent, with a clear drop for the older faces. Anger categorization became progressively more difficult with age of the stimulus with middle-aged faces categorized less well than younger faces, and older faces significantly worse again. This drop in performance with stimulus age has been reported previously (e.g., Ebner et al., 2010; Fuster et al., 2014; Hess et al., 2012) and may in part be due to reduced potency of the expressions in older faces. The presence of wrinkles around key features in the face may weaken their impact and create confusing countereffects to the expression-specific signals (e.g., wrinkling around the nose and mouth is associated with disgust, creases in the center of the forehead is associated with anger; Smith et al., 2005). Disgust categorizations were difficult for all stimulus ages, though notably better for middle-aged faces. This is in accordance with studies reporting disgust to be among the most difficult expression to categorize (Ruffman et al., 2008). In all other cases, when a bubbles solution was possible, we identified patterns of information use that were similar across participant groups (as evidenced by the high SSIM values) and in line with previously established face cues.

Our feature analysis for the eyes and the mouth supported the finding of very similar visual information use in categorizing emotions for younger and older adults. Where differences did appear (e.g., happy, sadness) they did not reach statistical significance. Trends indicated a stronger reliance on the mouth for older adults than younger adults when categorizing happiness, and opposing strategies for using higher SF information when categorizing sadness (more use of the eyes than the mouth in older adults, with a reverse pattern in younger adults). Stimulus age drove significant differences in information use only for fearful face categories, with the eyes dominating information use for younger and middle-aged faces, but equivalent use of the eyes and mouth for the older aged faces.

Though the current study is the first to directly contrast information use during expression categorization judgments, the apparent absence of differences in face-processing strategies between younger and older adults is not without precedent. In their eye-tracking study, Ebner, He, and Johnson (2011) similarly did not find age-related differences in looking time to different parts of expressive faces (upper vs. lower regions) when accurately categorizing them. Furthermore, it is possible that methodological differences might in part account for those instances in which age-related gaze differences have been observed (e.g., Ebner, He, & Johnson, 2012; Ebner et al., 2011; Ebner, Johnson, & Fischer, 2012; Ebner, He, & Johnson, 2012; Ebner, Johnson, & Fischer, 2012). Instead, we observed them making use of exactly the same high frequency cues as younger adults for both happy and fear decisions.

By setting the task difficulty at a fairly low level (targeting accuracy at 75% correct), it may be that we did not have sufficient scope to observe subtle differences in processing ability for the “easier” emotion categories (young faces displaying most emotions, middle-aged and older faces displaying happiness and fear). Older adults do typically perform above these levels, with some reports suggesting few deficits in performance accuracy during emotion categorization tasks (e.g., Ebner, He, & Johnson, 2011; Ebner, Johnson, & Fischer, 2012; Krendl & Ambady, 2010; Sullivan et al., 2007, Expt 2), finding slower reaction times to be more reliable indicators of deficits (Ebner, He, & Johnson, 2011; Ebner, Johnson, & Fischer, 2012). A more challenging task may yet
establish the presence of subtler differences in information use between older and younger participants.

Conclusions and future avenues

Given that older adults used very similar facial cues to decode emotional expressions as successfully as younger adults, the findings of the present study would suggest that differences in the ability to use visual information from across the face are not likely a major contributor to reported age differences in successful emotion recognition. However, more research is needed to replicate and extend the current findings. For example, in the present study, we used images of strangers for the participants to decode the emotional expression. There are, however, theoretical models (Castro et al., 2016) that predict differences in emotion recognition abilities for known others—such as family members—and unknown others (e.g., strangers). Older adults reported, for example, more similar emotional reactions to a known other person than younger adults (Cheng & Grünh, 2016). This might indicate that older adults may use other knowledge sources in everyday life—based on years of experience—to decode emotional expressions of close others. Thus, one could speculate that older adults might be selectively more efficient in utilizing visual information in faces from known persons. Future research might benefit from disentangling the effect of decoding emotional expressions from known and unknown persons.

It is also possible that the nature of the paradigm (representing only parts of the stimulus) atypically highlighted and directed older adults’ attention towards features that they would not normally have used. Previous studies with the bubbles paradigm and brain-damaged individuals speak against this argument. Adolphs et al. (2005), for example, showed that during a similar task a patient with bilateral amygdala damage did not use the eye information to categorize fearful face expressions and consequently could not accurately categorize fear (eye-tracking and bubbles results). However, when instructed to attend to the eye information explicitly they did just that, and their performance improved accordingly. Had the nature of the bubbles trials been sufficient to draw attention towards the eyes that would not normally have been directed there, no such effects would have been observed. Similarly, Caldara et al. (2005), observed a bias away from the eyes in an individual with prosopagnosia. That said, the bubbles paradigm might have triggered the development of specific strategies in performing the task. Future research could benefit from investigating the impact of strategy use by manipulating instructions for the task.

Finally, the current study used highly standardized stimuli to generate the facial maps of information usage. We acknowledge that in real life, faces rarely pose emotional expressions in such a standardized way, as static images and without other contextual cues that could facilitate recognition. Nevertheless the present results are interesting and important because our tightly controlled paradigm allowed us to reveal, for the first time, that despite general consensus to the contrary, older adults are able to extract and use facial cues from the eye region and do use them when categorizing facial expressions of emotion. Indeed our face maps reveal that they do so in a manner identical to that of their younger counterparts. These results essentially rule out differences in information use as an explanation for natural age-related declines in expression categorization abilities and direct future research to alternative accounts.
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Footnotes

1 Note that our experimental paradigm deliberately set out to match performance accuracy across all conditions, making use of a gradient descent algorithm to control the amount of information shown. As a result, significant differences in performance across participant age groups is not expected.

2 When entering processing speed as a covariate, the main effect of age was no longer significant, $F(1, 33) = 2.2, p = 0.146, \eta_p^2 = 0.067$, indicating that processing speed may be a potential explanatory variable for the age difference in information use. However, a larger sample with a continuous age range is necessary to appropriately disentangle potential mediators for the age effect.
3 Using processing speed as a covariate, there remains a clear trend for the effect of age group when viewing older age fear faces, $F(1, 33) = 3.3$, $p = 0.079$, $\eta^2_p = 0.096$.

4 For the remaining expressions (disgust all face ages, sadness in older faces, anger in middle-aged and older faces) where performance often did not reach this target level, the nature of the staircase algorithm is such that the amount of information presented is high for most of the experiment. In this situation obtaining a bubbles solution is difficult because considerably more power (i.e., more experimental trials) is required to weigh the relative importance of information from different facial features when most of the face is revealed on each trial. For instance, the average number of presented bubbles for conditions where 75% criterion was reached and conditions where 75% criterion was not achieved was 118 ($SD = 54$) versus 263 ($SD = 28$), respectively.

5 See Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 for a detailed depiction of the regions associated with correct performance across each SF scale.

6 95% confidence intervals were computed via a 100-iteration bootstrap, where participants were randomly sampled (with replacement) to contribute their data to the overall bubbles solution, which was then submitted as before to the SSIM algorithm.

7 Masks were generated to encompass the key features in isolation, separately for each expression and face age. The total area of each mask is equivalent within an expression (i.e., for all fearful faces the size of the eyes mask matches the size of the mouth mask, etc.).

8 Note that as the individual participant data is necessarily noisier applying statistical tests to thresholded individual classification images may lead to misleading results. We therefore choose to analyze the unthresholded $z$ scores without thresholding first.
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